The US Supreme Court (Court) issued its decision in National Federation of Independent Business v. Sebelius, the highly anticipated case regarding challenges to the Affordable Care Act (ACA), on June 28, 2012. In a 5-4 decision, the Court upheld the constitutionality of the ACA, including the requirement that most individuals obtain health insurance or pay a tax (commonly known as the “individual mandate”), as well as the ACA’s expansion of Medicaid. However, the Court struck down the federal government’s ability to withhold all Medicaid funding from states that do not expand Medicaid eligibility. While the Court’s decision provides clarity on the current status of the law, there remains as many questions as answers about whether and how the ACA will affect states and physicians.

Background
The ACA, which was signed into law by President Barack Obama in March 2010, represents the largest change to national health care law since the creation of Medicare and Medicaid. The ACA is comprised of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) and Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act (HCERA). The goals of the ACA are to expand health care access, improve health care quality, and implement cost-containment and financial reform strategies. The ACA increases the number of Americans with access to health care, expands health insurance market requirements, creates health insurance exchanges to provide individuals and small employers with access to insurance, reforms payments under Medicare and Medicaid, and establishes numerous programs, pilots, and incentives to control rising health care costs. The ACA calls for staggered implementation of various provisions. Some provisions went into effect immediately, others took effect in subsequent years, and still others will take effect between now and 2018.

Multiple challenges to the ACA were filed almost immediately after its passage. Wisconsin joined a lawsuit with 25 other states, including Nebraska and North Dakota, in which the US Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit affirmed a Florida district court’s decision striking down the “individual mandate” as unconstitutional but upholding the remainder of the law. That decision was appealed to the US Supreme Court, which heard an unprecedented 3 days of oral argument in March 2012.

The Supreme Court Decision
The challenges focused on 2 provisions of the ACA: the “shared responsibility payment” (individual mandate) and the expansion of Medicaid eligibility. Under the individual mandate, most Americans will be required to obtain health insurance (personally or through an employer) or pay a tax starting in 2014. Under the Medicaid expansion, states would be required to expand Medicaid coverage to include any non-Medicare eligible individual without health insurance whose income is below 133% of the federal poverty line (FPL).

The Supreme Court upheld the individual mandate, not under the Commerce Clause of the Constitution as many anticipated, but as a valid exercise of Congress’s power to impose taxes. The majority opinion, written by Chief Justice John Roberts, noted that taxes often are used to incentivize or de-incentivize conduct and the ACA does not make going without health insurance illegal because an individual can fully comply with the law by paying the tax instead of purchasing insurance. Therefore, the Court found the individual mandate to be a valid exercise of Congress’s power to impose taxes.

The Court did, however, strike down a provision in the ACA giving the federal government the power to withhold all Medicaid funding from states that do not expand eligibility. The Court held that while the federal government can provide financial encouragement to states to implement the desired Medicaid expansion, it cannot withhold existing funds in order to coerce states into compliance. Medicaid funding accounts for approximately 10% of most states’ budgets. Withholding all Medicaid funding from states, according to the majority opinion, is not “relatively mild encouragement—it is a gun to the head.” By striking down the
The ACA’s goals of increased access to health care and cost control mean that physicians can expect increased patient demand and an emphasis on accountability and efficiency. The Congressional Budget Office estimates that 30 million to 32 million additional Americans will have access to health care as a result of the ACA. While the fact that the Medicaid expansion was made optional by the Court undoubtedly will affect this estimate, there will still be millions of new patients looking for physicians. Primary care physicians are expected to see the greatest increase in demand. An unknown percentage of those new patients may be covered by Medicaid, increasing administrative and financial strains on certain providers. Physicians will have to ensure that increased demand does not result in decreased quality and will have to find efficient ways to handle the increased demand and associated administrative burdens.

Perhaps an even larger long-term effect of the ACA on physicians is the move toward new payment methodologies. The ACA also requires states to set up health insurance exchanges, which are designed to foster competition among insurers, standardize plans, and allow consumers and employers to compare and purchase coverage. If a state does not set up an exchange, the federal government may set one up for the state instead. Wisconsin began work on a Wisconsin-specific exchange in 2010, but that work was halted soon after Wisconsin joined the legal challenges to ACA. It is not clear whether Wisconsin will resume work on a health insurance exchange, whether the federal government will be forced to set one up, or whether Wisconsin will establish a hybrid system shared between the state and HHS.

Conclusion

The US Supreme Court’s historic decision upholding the majority of the ACA provides clarity in that we know that the ACA, with the exception that expansion of Medicaid eligibility is now optional for states, is the law. This allows physicians, other health care professionals, organizations, and states to continue to plan for and comply with the ACA. However, many questions remain. The

Additional Resources

- Full text of the US Supreme Court’s decision: http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/11pdf/11-393c3a2.pdf
Court’s decision has pushed the debate over the ACA back into the political arena, with some groups calling for the law’s total repeal. It is unclear whether states will implement optional features of the ACA, such as the health insurance exchanges or Medicaid expansion, or how these choices will affect physicians. The ACA also requires new federal regulations to be written that interpret the ACA, only some of which have been written to date. Thus, while the Supreme Court’s decision clarified what the law is, questions remain about the implementation and future of that law.
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